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QUESTION 1

You need to create a custom IAM role for use with a GCP service. All permissions in the role must be suitable for
production use. You also want to clearly share with your organization the status of the custom role. This will be the first
version of the custom role. What should you do? 

A. Use permissions in your role that use the `supported\\' support level for role permissions. Set the role stage to
ALPHA while testing the role permissions. 

B. Use permissions in your role that use the `supported\\' support level for role permissions. Set the role stage to BETA
while testing the role permissions. 

C. Use permissions in your role that use the `testing\\' support level for role permissions. Set the role stage to ALPHA
while testing the role permissions. 

D. Use permissions in your role that use the `testing\\' support level for role permissions. Set the role stage to BETA
while testing the role permissions. 

Correct Answer: A 

Testing and deploying 

Custom roles include a launch stage, which is stored in the stage property for the role. The launch stage is
informational; it helps you keep track of whether each role is ready for widespread use. 

Each custom role can have one of the following launch stages: 

Launch stages 

ALPHA The role is still being developed or tested, or it includes permissions for Google Cloud services or features that
are not yet public. It is not ready for widespread use. BETA The role has been tested on a limited basis, or it includes 

permissions for Google Cloud services or features that are not generally available. GA The role has been widely tested,
and all of its permissions are for Google Cloud services or features that are generally available. 

 

QUESTION 2

Your boss has asked you to set up the CFO as a user inside Google Cloud. Before walking away, she said, "And
obviously you know which role to assign him." Which role was she likely talking about, and why is it obvious? (Select
one role and one reason) 

A. Reason: This role will ensure the CFO has full access to the project. 

B. Role: Billing Account Viewer 

C. Reason: This role will ensure the CFO has access to view the spending data; 

D. Role: Project Owner 

E. Role: Billing Account Admin 

F. Reason:: This role will ensure the CFO can perform any billing task that they may need. 
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Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 3

You are creating an application that will run on Google Kubernetes Engine. You have identified MongoDB as the most
suitable database system for your application and want to deploy a managed MongoDB environment that provides a
support SLA. What should you do? 

A. Create a Cloud Bigtable cluster, and use the HBase API. 

B. Deploy MongoDB Atlas from the Google Cloud Marketplace. 

C. Download a MongoDB installation package, and run it on Compute Engine instances. 

D. Download a MongoDB installation package, and run it on a Managed Instance Group. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

You need to create a copy of a custom Compute Engine virtual machine (VM) to facilitate an expected increase in
application traffic due to a business acquisition. What should you do? 

A. Create a Compute Engine snapshot of your base VM. Create your images from that snapshot. 

B. Create a Compute Engine snapshot of your base VM. Create your instances from that snapshot. 

C. Create a custom Compute Engine image from a snapshot. Create your images from that image. 

D. Create a custom Compute Engine image from a snapshot. Create your instances from that image. 

Correct Answer: B 

The questions says to create A COPY, not multiple copies. If we were doing more than one VM then we would select D
for custom image. https://cloud.google.com/compute/docs/machine-images 

 

QUESTION 5

You need to update a deployment in Deployment Manager without any resource downtime in the deployment. Which
command should you use? 

A. gcloud deployment-manager deployments create --config  

B. gcloud deployment-manager deployments update --config  

C. gcloud deployment-manager resources create --config  

D. gcloud deployment-manager resources update --config  

Correct Answer: B 
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Reference: https://cloud.google.com/sdk/gcloud/reference/deployment-manager/deployments/update Additional tip,
update and create resource is not even a command under deployment management service. 
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